WHO ARE MHA’S ASSOCIATE MEMBERS?

• Associate members are organizations whose mission supports and/or reflects MHA’s mission and Before Stage 4 philosophy
• Membership is open to for-profit and non-profit organizations, community-based behavioral health providers, as well as other professions and fields

REASONS TO BE AN ASSOCIATE MEMBER

• Members receive trackable custom links to MHA’s online Mental Health Screening Tools (which collect over 3,000 screens daily have provided over 3,000,000 total mental health screens to date)
• Members may choose to be listed on MHA’s Screening 2 Supports (S2S) platform at no additional cost, allowing those who take screens to locate and connect with them for treatment/care
• Invitations to Regional Policy Council meetings at no additional cost
• Members receive discounts on registration to MHA’s annual national conference and on print publications
• Members are recognized on MHA’s website and provided with an official Associate Member Logo to use on their own materials and websites

Mental Health America’s Associate Membership program links you directly to Mental Health America Screening 2 Supports platform, which connects screeners to local treatment, intervention, and prevention resources.

Addressing the needs of individuals living with mental illness and promoting the overall mental health of all Americans has been the focus of Mental Health America (MHA) since it was founded in 1909 – and the collaboration of change agents is needed now more than ever to help protect mental health initiatives. With potential threats to Medicaid, the national opioid epidemic, and proposed reduction of funding to SAMHSA, organizations of all sizes must continue to develop ways to connect resources. To assist in this effort, MHA has established an Associate Member Network to collaborate with other like-minded organizations.

3,000 PEOPLE A DAY ARE ASKING FOR HELP WITH THEIR MENTAL HEALTH. COULD YOU BE THE ANSWER THEY ARE LOOKING FOR?